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Source Reduction Plan Workshop Summary Report 

 

ReefClean Online Workshop  
 

Date of Workshop:   11 May 2020 
Location:  Online 
Project:  ReefClean Litter Hero campaign  
Campaigner: Tom Godfrey 
Coordinator: Jodi Jones  

 

Introduction 

Tangaroa Blue ran an online ReefClean Source Reduction Project (SRP) workshop on 11 May 2020 
with the aim of reducing public space litter around The Great Barrier Reef.  The event attracted 43 
attendees from local councils and community groups.  
 

Project Description 

The ReefClean AMDI data shows public space litter is a major issue around the reef with causes 
ranging from public laziness to a lack of effective bin infrastructure. The project aimed to draw 
attention to the issue of public space litter and implement tactics to reduce litter in hotspot 
locations around the reef. In developing the campaign there was discussion around the reduced 
number of people travelling through public spaces due to COVID-19, councils’ reluctance to display 
bright bin signage and the need to engage the public with positive anti-littering messages. After due 
consideration, the workshop developed the Litter Hero campaign to engage the public in a positive 
way. The campaign messages were:  

1. Be a litter hero   
2. Don’t let litter bug our reef  
3. Bin this way. Be a litter hero  
4. Thanks! You’re a litter hero 

By engaging the public with fun directional signage and bin stickers (UV stable) in the hotspot 
locations around the reef, we aimed to create litter superheroes using the existing bin infrastructure. 
To generate awareness, we also promoted the campaign through local media, social media and 
virtual community events.  

 
Current Status 

 Next Steps: TO DO Actions 

Task 1 Digital workshop and 
weekly check-ins 

Promote and host an online 
public space litter workshop on 
11 May and facilitate weekly 
check-in meetings. 

Completed 
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Task 2 Audit Audit public space litter in Boyne 
Park Skatepark in Gladstone from 
29 May to 25 June. 

Completed 

Task 3 Design - physical assets Design UV stable directional 
signage stickers for display 
around the skatepark on wall, 
seats and bins on 11 June. 

Completed  

Task 4 Design and write - social 
assets 

Design and write weekly social 
media posts to promote the 
campaign on Facebook. 
 

Completed  
 

Task 5 Design and write - 
website landing page 

Design and write the campaign 
website landing 
reefclean.org/litterhero 

Completed 

Task 6 Print - directional 
signage stickers 

Print and distribute UV stable 
directional signage stickers to 
project officers  

Completed 

Task 7 Display - directional 
signage   

Gain council approval and display 
directional signage in hotspot 
locations 

Completed 

Task 8 Awareness - media 
management 

Write and sell in local media 
releases featuring local kids at 
the skatepark in Boyne Park, 
Gladstone. 

Completed 

Task 9 Audit progress - weekly 
check-ins 

Conduct regular audits at Boyne 
Park Skatepark to see if the 
campaign sticker signage and 
awareness has resulted in a 
reduction in public space litter. 

Completed 

 

Outcome and Data 

The ReefClean Litter Hero campaign ran for four weeks and reached 5,851 people through social 
media and more through local media coverage (attached). Campaign posts and promotional 
materials also appeared on Gladstone’s Virtual Neighbourhood’s website, the Gladstone Community 
Facebook page and the Gladstone Regional Councils Virtual Ecofest 2020. The #onechange 2020 
virtual Ecofest was a collaboration of over 20 regional community entities reaching more than 
680,000 people through virtual activities webinars, videos, prizes and competitions. The Litter Hero 
campaign was one of a number of the ReefClean digital campaigns to be featured at EcoFest 2020. 
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The campaign saw five audits conducted at Boyne Park Skate Park in Gladstone between 30 May to 
25 June. While the initial audit only found 14 items, the second audit on 11 June found 273 items 
before the directional signage was displayed. Next three audits found 23, 34 and 13 items of litter 
respectively. Following the display of the Litter Hero directional signage, we saw a significant decline 
in litter levels.  

 

When it comes to the type of public litter found, cigarette butts and filters (72.3%) represented the 
vast majority of the 357 items. Lids and tops accounted for 4.5% of the litter, metal bottle caps 4.2%, 
paper, cardboard 3.1% and plastic packaging 2.8%.  
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Observations 

Following the COVID-19 restrictions, Bray Park Skate Park opened again on 5 June 2020. During the 
campaign, Bray Park was regularly used by the community with a diversity of user demographics 
noted from toddler to teenager. The area has a history of being littered to varying degrees with 
takeaway packaging often visible in the parkland area. The installation of the Litter Hero UV stable 
directional signage stickers appears to have had a positive impact on the parkland and resulted in a 
reduction in public space litter.  During the installation of the stickers, a 4-year old was observed 
following the signs to the bin like it was a game.  
 

Challenges, barriers and opportunities 

Once council has given approval for the directional signage, the biggest challenge is ensuring the 
signage stickers remain in place. There is an opportunity to run the Litter Hero campaign in other 
hotspots around the reef. 
 

Budget 

Organisation Details Amount 
Campaign Coordination Project Officer $150 
Sticker Printing and Distribution Sticker signage and postage $80.25 
Campaign Design and Development Campaign & design support $4,667 

In-kind Support Partner & volunteer hours based at $30/hr  
 $3,330 

Total  $8,227.28 
 

Closing Statement 

The ReefClean Litter Hero campaign was an effective way to engage and inspire the public to bin 
their litter. The design and printing of bright and engaging UV stable stickers allowed us to quickly 
deploy the campaign ensuring the signage was fit for purpose for the area it was being installed in. It 
also addressed a known barrier to proper litter disposal by making it easy and convenient to do the 
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right thing. Empowering young people to be Litter Heroes provided a fun and effective way to 
promote the correct behaviour when it comes to dealing with public space litter. Through campaigns 
like our Litter Hero we’re taking a step in the right direction to preventing litter impacting the Great 
Barrier Reef and fostering community and individual care and stewardship of our environment.  

 

 

Appendix 

Socials Screenshots 
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Media Releases 
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Media Coverage 
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Campaign Assets 
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Website 
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Timeline 


